<Fig. 1.1 caption: comments from UBorrow patrons from 3/2011 to 1/2012>

UBorrow Comments: content

- positive: 54%
- instruction: 30%
- question: 11%
- negative: 0%
- other: 5%

<Fig. 1.2 caption: Traditional ILL and UBorrow traffic among the Florida State Universities>

<Fig. 2.1 caption: comparing the levels borrowing traffic at the University of South Florida a year after UBorrow launch with the previous year>

<Fig. 2.2 caption: comparing the levels of lending traffic at the University of South Florida a year after UBorrow launch with the previous year>
<Fig. 3.1 caption: comparing the levels borrowing traffic at New College of Florida a year after UBorrow launch with the previous year>

<Fig. 3.2 caption: comparing the levels of lending traffic at New College of Florida a year after UBorrow launch with the previous year>
**Fig 4.1 caption:** Borrowing and Lending rates among the Florida University Libraries since UBorrow launched

**Fig 4.2 caption:** UBorrow requests sent to lenders by the system by semester